Case Study
Security Assessment of Web Advanced Threat and Vulnerability Management
Client
US Based global insurance brokerage and risk management services firm

Challenges
The client faced following challenges
• Web-facing applications, being more susceptible, were exposed to cyber attacks
• Vulnerability trends (between assessments) and closure tracking was done manually so far

LTI Solution
• Performed application security testing, SAST & DAST including manual tests using IBM Appscan and Burp Suite, as per OWASP, SANS and WASC guidelines to meet the security compliance needs
• Performed Automated Infrastructure scan on Public IP using Nessus and Nmap scanner
• Detailed analysis including the business impact on exposure related to vulnerabilities with automated tracking of status between subsequent tests using LTI's SmartBoard

Business Benefits Delivered
• 20+ critical vulnerabilities identified during application security testing which helped client to improve protection from cyber threats